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Engage with God in your Group
• If you were to say you had a default mode, what would it be?
• Do you see any difference in how the Church has historically shown
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When was a time that someone showed up in a time of need and
completely blessed you by surprise? What did that do for you?

Matthew 6:1-4; 25:31-46; Deuteronomy 15

•

•
•

up when needs arise and today’s response? How does Jesus,
through us, make a difference?
We talked about how Jesus resets the default mode of someone
who is being transformed inside out. How have you seen Jesus
changing your default modes and patterns? Specifically in meeting
the needs of others?
If the kingdom doesn’t make a difference in real life, then the
kingdom doesn’t make sense. Talk about the implications of this
statement personally and for our community.
Jesus addressed the motive of heart in giving in Matthew 6:1-4.
What was the issue? When was a time where you noticed your
motive being a bit off? (tooting your own horn) How did Jesus get
your attention?
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Bottom Line: Jesus moves us from comfort to compassion so that we
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Prayer for this week: Jesus, would you help me to see people they way
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might have a “when.”

that you see people? Help me to decide that my “when is today.” Show me
who to love through acts of compassion today with no need for recognition.
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